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Faculty Publications 1977-1979 is the sixteenth compilation of the publications of the faculty of Western Michigan University and is designed mainly to inform the University faculty of the breadth of writing of their colleagues. Earlier volumes included materials that were published between the dates listed below:
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This volume includes materials published between July 1, 1977 and June 30, 1979.

As with previous listings, the information here is not a criterion for evaluating the contributions of any faculty member either on the basis of numbers or merit.

The Graduate College sought to obtain complete and accurate citations. As with previous compilations, however, omissions or errors are inevitable. For these, I apologize.

It is hoped that Faculty Publications 1977-1979 will prove to be useful.

Rollin Douma, Associate Dean
The Graduate College
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL LISTINGS

Chief Editor of a Journal published outside Western Michigan University

1. Ted Bank, II, Field Reports, American Institute for Exploration
2. Nicholas Batch, Calhoun County Republican
4. James Bliss, Michigan Law Review
5. David Chaplin, Journal of Inter American Studies and World Affairs
6. Gary Chartrand, Journal of Graph Theory
7. John Cooley, Celery
8. Nancy Cutbirth, Anthony Powell Communications
9. George G. Dales, Track and Field Quarterly Review
11. James Ferreira, The Humanities Journal
12. Richard W. Fuqua, The Behavior Analyst
13. Wayland Gardner, Economics Society of Michigan Newsletter
16. C.I. Eugene Kim, Contemporary Korean Problems Series, Research Institute for Korean Affairs
17. C.I. Eugene Kim, Korea Research and Publications
19. Paul Mountjoy, Cynegeticus
Other Editorial Board Positions on a Journal published outside Western Michigan University

2. A. Baker, Consulting Editor, Journal of Special Education Technology
3. Ted Bank, II, Member, The Explorers Journal
4. Ted Bank, II, Member, Mariah/Outside
5. Beverly Belson, Member, Journal of College Student Personnel
6. Donald H. Bouma, Associate Editor, Intellect
7. John P. Flynn, Member, School of Social Work Quarterly
8. Linda Foster, Member, Journal of Graph Theory
9. Paul C. Friday, Member, International Journal of Comparative and Applied Criminal Justice
10. M. Gallery, Associate Editor, Journal of Special Education Technology
11. Frederick Gault, Member, Academic Psychology
12. Laurel Grotzinger, Reviewer, American Library Association
13. Laurel Grotzinger, Referee, Journal of Library History
14. Christian Hirsch, Member, Guidelines for Quality Mathematics Teaching, a Monograph Series
15. Robert Johnston, Member, Minority Voices, An Interdisciplinary Journal of Literature and the Arts
16. Leslie H. Leighninger, Member, Journal of Sociology and Social Welfare
17. Leslie H. Leighninger, Reviewer, Children and Youth Services Review
18. David O. Lyon, Member, Psychological Record
19. F. William McCarty, Staff Editor, American Business Law Journal
20. Ruth Meyer, Member, Mathematics in Michigan
21. Paul Mountjoy, Associate Editor, *The Interbehaviorist*
22. Paul Mountjoy, Member, *Psychological Record*
23. James C. Petersen, Deputy Editor, *Journal of Voluntary Action Research*
24. John R. Rizzo, Member, *Academy of Management Review*
25. John R. Rizzo, Member, *Collections Management*
27. John R. Rizzo, Special Review Editor, *Decision Science*
29. John R. Rizzo, Special Review Editor, *Organization Behavior and Human Performance*
30. James Sanders, Member, *Measurement in Education*
31. Donald Sellin, Contributing Editor, *Journal of Education and Training for the Mentally Retarded*
32. Thomas L. Van Valey, Associate Editor, *Teaching Sociology*
33. Lawrence Ziring, Member, *Asian Survey*
34. Lawrence Ziring, Member, *Third World Review*
35. Lawrence Ziring, Member, *Pakistan Political Science Review*

Chief Editor of a Journal published inside Western Michigan University

1. Phillip Adams, *Pandora: The Humanities*
2. Donald Blasch, *Long Cane News*
3. Kenneth A. Dahlberg, *Newsletter of the Environmental Section International Studies Association*
4. Cliff Davidson, *Comparative Drama*
5. Cliff Davidson, *EDAM Newsletter*
6. David G. Dickason, *Bibliography of Social Science Periodical Publications on Asia*
7. Stuart Dybek, The Trial Balloon
8. Arnold Johnston, The Trial Balloon
9. Robert A. Palmatier, The Informant

Other Editorial Positions on a Journal published inside Western Michigan University

1. Cliff Davidson, Member, Mediavalia
2. Robert A. Palmatier, Member, Studies in Medieval Culture
FACULTY PUBLICATIONS
July 1, 1977 - June 30, 1979

COLLEGE OF APPLIED SCIENCES

Distributive Education

Jack T. Humbert

(with Lawrence A. Williams)

Teacher's Manual and Key for Petroleum Marketing. New York:

Lawrence A. Williams

(with Jack T. Humbert)

Teacher's Manual and Key for Petroleum Marketing. New York:

Industrial Education

Phillip L. Bruce


John L. Feirer


"Vocational Teachers Return to Industry in Minneapolis."

"Maintenance in a Multi-Teacher Shop."

"Is Mainstreaming the Answer to Serving Special Needs Students?"

"Quality Standards for Vocational Education Programs."

"What's in a Name?"

"Too Many Bosses?"
Industrial Education 67 (October 1978): 3.

"Vo-Tech and Industry."

"What is Teaching All About?"

"Who Needs a College Degree?"

"Back to the Basics."
Industrial Education 68 (February 1979): 2.

"Can Metric Conversion Be Voluntary?"
Industrial Education 68 (March 1979): 2.

"The Project is Still the Thing."
Industrial Education 68 (April 1979): 2.

"Retirees Also Need Industrial Arts."
Industrial Education 68 (May-June 1979): 2.

John R. Lindbeck


Industrial Engineering

Robert M. Wygant


Mechanical Engineering

Molly W. Williams


Paper Science and Engineering

Lyman C. Aldrich


Raymond L. Janes


Transportation Technology

Herbert E. Ellinger


COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Anthropology

Alan H. Jacobs


Nedenia C. Kennedy


Erika Loeffler


Reinhold Loeffler


Robert F. Maher


Review of Man's Conquest of the Pacific: The Prehistory of Southeast Asia and Oceania, by Peter Bellwood. *Choice* 16 (July/August, 1979): [n.p.].

Robert I. Sundick


Biology

Richard Brewer


"Wind throw and three replacement in a climax beech-maple forest." Oikos 30 (1978): 149-152.


David P. Cowan


Joseph G. Engemann

"Indirect evidence shows deep-sea benthos may reach extreme ages as individuals." American Zoologist 18 (1978): 666.

James E. Erickson


Dona J. Fowler

"Tissues as Receptive of Photoperiods." 8th International Congress in Biometerology. Extended Abstracts, September 9, 1979, [n.p.].
Clarence J. Goodnight

"Laniatores (opiliones) of the Yucatan Peninsula and Belize (British Honduras). Studies on the Caves and Cave Fauna of the Yucatan Peninsula." Association Mexican Cave Studies, Bulletin 6, pp. 139-166. (with Marie L. Goodnight)

Richard W. Pippen


"Fifteen years of change in a Southwestern Michigan hardwood forest." Michigan Botanist 16 (1977): 201-211. (with Peter E. Zager)


Biomedical Sciences

Leonard J. Beuving


"Androgen dependency of aggressive target biting in male mice." Physiology and Behavior 22 (1979): 43-46. (with J. Wagner and R. Hutchinson)

Darwin A. Buthala


"Electron Microscope Study on 1-(2,4-Dichlorobenzyl)-1-H-Indazole-3-Carboxylic Acid, an Ex Foliative Antispermagenic Agent in the Rat Testes." Cytoleios 25 (1979): 23-28. (with T.J. Lobl)
Robert C. Eisenberg

"Detection of an Inducible Mannitol-Binding Protein in Pseudomonas aeruginosa." Virginia Academy of Science 56 (1978): 51. (with P.V. Phibbs)

"Mannitol Binding Protein in Pseudomonas aeruginosa." Microbiology Abstracts 76 (1979): 162 (K101). (with P.V. Phibbs, Jr.)

Gyula Ficsor

"Bone marrow and lymphocyte cytogenetics of Rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) treated with the clastogen mitomycin C." Mutation Research 57 (1978): 77-84. (with H.W. Michelmann, P. Maier, and D.B. Feldman)

"Cytogenetic and teratogenic test of firemaster (Polybrominated biphenyls) in rodents." Environmental Health Perspective 23 (1978): 129-132. (with G.F. Wertz)

"Cytogenetic test of captan in mouse bone marrow." Mutation Research 58 (1978): 111-114. (with S.M. Fry)


Leonard C. Ginsberg

"Deficiencies of glucosamine-6-sulfate or galactosamine-6-sulfate sulfatases are responsible for different mucopolysaccharidoses." Science 199 (1978): 79-81. (with N. DiFerrante, P.V. Donnelly, D.T. DiFerrante, and C.T. Caskey)


Cecil L. McIntire


Jack S. Wood


Black Americana Studies

Leander Jones


LeRoi Ray, Jr.

Benjamin C. Wilson


Chemistry

Donald Berndt


J. Lindsley Foote

"The Inhibition of Stearoyl-Coenzyme A Desaturase by Phenyllactate and Phenylpyruvate." Biochimica Biophysica Acta 573 (1979): 197-200. (with W. Scott)

Robert E. Harmon


Thomas Houser


James Howell


Don Iffland


Adli Kana'an


Joseph Kanamueller


George Lowry


Ralph Steinhaus


Communication Arts and Sciences

Roy Beck


Mary Ann Bowman


Charles T. Brown


William E. Buys

June Cottrell


Gordon L. Dahnke


Richard J. Dieker

"A Program to Increase Faculty Research Productivity." Association for Communication Administration Bulletin 22 (October 1977): 29-31. (with Ernest Stech)


Ruth Beall Heinig


Peter G. Northouse


"Rhetorical Perspective on Teaching." Metropolitan Washington Communication Association Encoder, Spring 1979, pp. 5-10.


Computer Science

John Herman


Dalia Motzkin


Kenneth Williams


Economics

Wayland Gardner


Louis Junker


G.K. Kripalani


Myron Ross


Werner Sichel


Raymond E. Zelder

"Discrimination in the Housing Market?" Regional Science Perspectives 7 (Spring 1977): 127-139.


English

Edward Callan


Norman Carlson


John Cooley


Seamus Cooney


Nancy Cutbirth


Drama and Art: An Introduction to the Use of Evidence from the Visual Arts for the Study of Early Drama. EDAM Monography Series 1, Medieval Institute, 1977.


York Art: A Subject List of Extant and Lost Items Relevant to Early Drama. EDAM Reference Series 1, Medieval Institute Publications, 1978. (with David O'Connor)


"Archetypal Constellations of Feminine Consciousness in Nin's First Diary." Mosaic 11 (Fall 1978): 121-137.

"Feminism, Sex Role Exchanges, and Other Subliminal Fantasies in Bram Stoker's Dracula." Frontiers 2 (Fall 1978): 104-114.


Edward Galligan

"We've Got a Problem: Impolite Speculations on Higher Education." AAUP Bulletin, April 1977, pp. 50-52. Reprinted in the Graduate Students' Flying Circus, SUNY Stony Brook, 1977-78; The Education Digest, October 1977; and I Can't Define It..., North Central Technical Institute, n.d.


Martin Gingerich


Clare R. Goldfarb


Karla Holloway

"Back to Basics - Using the Outline in Freshman Composition."
Classroom Practices in the Teaching of English, by National Council

Arnold Johnston


"The Miscasting of Pincher Martin." In William Golding: Some
Critical Considerations, pp. 103-116. Edited by Jack I. Biles
and Robert O. Evans. Kentucky: University of Kentucky Press,
1978.

David Reddick

"Classroom hoax lesson becomes 'too successful'." Journalism
Educator 33 (October 1978): 52-53, 63. (with James F. Scotton)

"Press Councils in Canada." Freedom of Information Center

"Watching the Watchers: Canada's Press Councils." Carleton

Herbert Scott


"Help is on the Way," "Butcher's Wife," and "Letter from a Waking
Girl." In A Geography of Poets, edited by Edward Field.


Robert L. Shafer

Introduction to Hinduism and Its Dynamism, by Raushan Nath.

Introduction to From Darkness to Light, by Raushan Nath.
Eve Shelnutt


(Short Story) "Prognosis." West Branch, Fall, 1977
(Short Story) "Clarence." The Literary Review, Fall, 1977.
(Short Story) "Lithany." Prairie Schooner, September, 1978.
(Short Story) "Obligato." Ploughshares, Fall, 1978.
(Short Story) "Driving With 'Raoul." West Branch, Winter, 1979.

Robert Stallman


Nancy Stone


John H. Stroupe


Constance Weaver


"A Psycholinguistic Look at the Informal Reading Inventory, Part I: Looking at the Quality of Readers' Miscues." Reading Horizons 19 (Fall 1978): 12-22. (with Laura Smith)

"A Psycholinguistic Look at the Informal Reading Inventory, Part II: Inappropriate Inferences from an Informal Reading Inventory." Reading Horizons 19 (Winter 1979): 103-111. (with Laura Smith)

John Woods


Geography

David G. Dickason


Val L. Eichenlaub


Charles F. Heller


George F. Hepner


Phillip P. Micklin


Henry A. Raup


Joseph P. Stoltman


Geology

Ronald B. Chase


John D. Grace


William B. Harrison


Richard N. Passero


Lloyd J. Schmaltz


Christopher J. Schmidt

"Regional geologic setting of the Boulder batholith." Montana Penrose Conference guidebook (Granite II), 1979, p. 1-36. (with H. Smedes)


"Mechanical basis for Rocky Mountain foreland deformation and plate tectonic models for the Wyoming province." In Manual for Geological Field Study of Northern Rocky Mountains, pp. 177-189. Department of Geology, Indiana University, 1979.

W. Thomas Straw


History

George T. Beech


Ernst Breisach


Walter Brunhumer


Albert Castel


Ronald Davis


Ross Gregory


Graham Hawks


Paul L. Maier

*Das Größte Ereignis* (German edition of *First Christmas*), translated by Charlotte Werner. Wuppertal, Germany: Aussaat Verlag, 1977.

Der Größte Sieg (German edition of First Easter), translated by Charlotte Werner. Wuppertal, Germany: Aussaat Verlag, 1979.


"The Infant Massacre -- History or Myth?" Bible and Spade 6 (Autumn 1977): 97-103.


Andrew C. Nahm


Peter Schmitt


Languages, Modern and Classical

John W. Benson


Robert J. Griffin

"Teaching Hispanic Culture Through Folk Music." Hispania 60 (December 1977): 942-945.


Peter W. Krawutschke


George Osmun


Joseph G. Reish


Herman U. Teichert


Linguistics

Ngawang Thondup Narkyid


Mathematics

Yousef Alavi


Joseph Buckley

Dwayne Channell


Gary Chartrand


"A Note on 1-Factors in Graphs." Periodica Mathematica Hungaria 10 (1979): 41-46. (with L. Nebasky)
Janice DuBien


Paul Eenigenburg


Lawrence Fialkow


Linda Lesniak Foster


Donald L. Goldsmith


"A Sufficient Condition for Equality of Edge-Connectivity and Minimum Degree of a Graph." Journal of Graph Theory 3 (1979): 251-255. (with R. Entringer)


Christian Hirsch


"Goals for Geometry Study in Grades K-9." Mathematics in Michigan 18 (January 1979): 9-10. (with the MCTM Committee on the Geometry Curriculum)

Po-Fang Hsieh


S.F. Kapoor


Don R. Lick


Joseph McKean


Ruth Ann Meyer


James Donald Nelson


James E. Riley

Gerald Sievers

"Estimates of Location: A Large Deviation Comparison." Annals

"Weighted Rank Statistics for Simple Linear Regression." Journal

Michael Stoline

"Tables of the Studentized Augmented Range and Applications to
Problems of Multiple Comparison." Journal of the American

"Tables of the Studentized Maximum Modulus Distribution and An
Application to Multiple Comparison Among Means." Technometrics
21 (1979): 87-93.

Arthur White

Permutation Groups and Combinatorial Structures. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1979. (with N.L. Biggs)

"The Proof of the Heawood Conjecture." In Selected Topics in

"Topological Graph Theory." In Selected Topics in Graph Theory,
pp. 15-49. Edited by L.W. Beineke and R.J. Wilson. London:

"Graphs and Groups on Surfaces." In Combinatorial Surveys:
Proceedings of the Sixth British Combinatorial Conference,
pp. 165-197. Edited by P.J. Cameron. London: Academic Press,
1977.

"Block Designs and Graph Imbeddings." Journal of Combinatorial

"On Graphs With Equal Edge-Connectivity and Minimum Degree."

"On Stable Crossing Numbers." Journal of Graph Theory 2 (1978):
181-187. (with P. Kainen)

"Strongly Symmetric Maps." In Graph Theory and Combinatorics,
Alden Wright


Philosophy

John B. Dilworth


Joseph S. Ellin


"Consent in Political Philosophy." Arhiv fuer Rechts und Sozialphilosophie, No. 12, pp. 63-70.

Michael S. Pritchard


"Reason & Passion: Reid's Reply to Hume." The Monist (Special Issue on Thomas Reid), April 1978, pp. 283-298.


Physics

Eugene M. Bernstein


"Mean Lives in Ne V, Mg VII, and Al VIII." Physica Scripta 17 (1978): 5. (with L.C. McIntyre, Jr. and D.J. Donahue)


"Target Thickness Dependence of K X-Ray Production for 55 MeV Br Ions in Ge." Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers Transactions in Nuclear Science NS-26 (1979): 1133 (with S.M. Ferguson)

David D. Carley


Stanley K. Derby


Gerald Hardie


R. Dean Kaul


Haym Kruglak


Larry D. Oppliger

Michitoshi Soga


Political Science

Ralph Chandler


Kenneth A. Dahlberg


Robert W. Kaufman


C.I. Eugene Kim


"The Civilized Military Regimes in Asia and Their Socio-Economic Performances." Social Science Theses (Chonnam National University), 4 (Spring 1979): 67-87. (with Young W. Kihl)


George Klein


Peter Kobrak


Helenan S. Lewis


Richard L. McAnaw


Roy Olton

Claude S. Phillips


Jack C. Plano


"The Role of Faculty in University Governance." News for the Teachers of Political Science 18 (Summer 1978): 17-19. (with Claude S. Phillips)


Chester B. Rogers


Ernest E. Rossi


William N. Thompson


Lawrence Ziring


Psychology

Howard E. Farris


"Post-conditioning habituation and classically conditioned head withdrawal in the red-eared turtle." *Psychological Record* 3 (1977): 307-313. (with S.E. Breuning)

Frederick P. Gault


David O. Lyon


Norman Peterson


Nancy E. Petty


Alan Poling


"Quipazine effects under a multiple schedule of reinforcement." Pharmacology Biochemistry and Behavior 8 (1978): 491-492. (with J.B. Appel)


"Differing effects of intermittent food delivery on interm activities of rats and guinea pigs." Physiology and Behavior 22 (1979): 621-625. (with C. Urbain and T. Thompson)


"Drug effects on the performance of pigeons under a negative automaintenance procedure." Psychopharmacology 60 (1979): 207-210. (with J.B. Appel)


Roger E. Ulrich

"Some thoughts on human nature and its control: I am my neighbor and my neighbor is me." Journal of Humanistic Psychology 19 (1979): 29-44.

Religion

H. Byron Earhart


David Ede


Nancy Falk

An essay review on the literature of feminine imagery and women's experience in religion; with special attention to the following three works: Alone of All Her Sex, the Myth and the Cult of the Virgin Mary, by Marina Warner; Beyond the Veil: Male-Female Dynamics in a Modern Muslim Society, by Fatima Mernissi; and Bengali Women, by Manisha Roy. Religious Studies Review 4 (April 1978): 81-85.


E. Thomas Lawson


Rudolf J. Siebert


"The New Marxist Conception of Christianity: Hope Versus Positivism." The Anglican Theological Review, Part II (Fall 1977): [n.p.].

"Communication With Domination." Concilium, January 1978, [n.p.].

"The Future of Marriage and Family: Withering Away or Restructuring." Concilium, January 1978, [n.p.].


"Peukert's New Critical Theology II." The Ecumenist, August-September 1978, [n.p.].

"Habermas's Critical Theory of Religion." Telos, Summer 1979, [n.p.].

Review of The Role of Providence in the Social Order, by J. Viner. Clio, June 1977, [n.p.].

Sociology

Lloyd Braithwaite


David Chaplin


Edsel L. Erickson


Paul C. Friday


Paul B. Horton


Chester L. Hunt


Jerome G. Manis


Gerald E. Markle


"Notes from the Cancer Underground: Health Attitudes and Practices of Participants in the Laetrile Movement." Social Science and Medicine 13A (June 1979): 483-485. (with Morton Wagenfeld, Yvonne Vissing, and James Petersen)

"Politics and Science in the Laetrile Controversy." Social Studies of Science (May 1979): 139-166. (with James Petersen)

James C. Petersen


"Politics and Science in the Laetrile Controversy." Social Studies of Science 9 (May 1979): 139-166. (with Gerald Markle)

Ellen P. Robin


"Old Age in Elementary School Textbooks." Educational Gerontology, Summer 1977, p. 275.

Stanley S. Robin


"Psychiatrists in Community Mental Health Centers." Administration in Mental Health 4 (Spring 1977): 29-41. (with Morton Wagenfeld)


Subhash R. Sonnad

"Respondents and Non-Respondents in Survey Research: The Offender Sample." International Journal of Comparative and Applied Criminal Justice 3 (Spring 1979): 36-42. (with Paul Friday)

Thomas L. Van Valey


Morton Wagenfeld


"Social Activism and Psychiatrists in the Community Mental Health Center." American Journal of Community Psychology 6 (1978): 253-64. (with Stanley S. Robin)


Paul L. Wienir


COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Accountancy

John Burke


Robert D. Neubig


Gale E. Newell


William R. Welke


Business Education and Administrative Services

Joel P. Bowman


Instructor's Guide for Effective Business Correspondence.


"Alpha Beta Chi: A Beginning." ABCA Bulletin 42 (September 1979): 4-10. (with Lynn Hance, Linda Lambert, Dan Schulthorpe, and Debra Smith)


Bernadine P. Branchaw


"Teaching Business Students All the Communication Skills." Business Education World 59 (September-October 1978): 10-11, 30.

Alan R. Curtis


Marcia Mascolini


"Vive La Companie." College Composition and Communication 29 (October 1978): 301.


Max O. McKitrick


Michael J. Rossi


Margaret M. Sanders


Joyce Segal


Understanding Division, filmstrip and workbook. Interpretive Education, A Division of I E Products, Inc., 1977.


Understanding Subtraction, filmstrip and workbook. Interpretive Education, A Division of I E Products, Inc., 1978.

Understanding Multiplication, filmstrip and workbook. Interpretive Education, A Division of I E Products, Inc., 1978.

Understanding Addition, filmstrip and workbook. Interpretive Education, A Division of I E Products, Inc., 1978.

Jean O. Smith

"The WHAT and the WHY of Beginning Typewriting." MBEA Today 45 (September 1979)

Don Stap

"Prayers Said Quickly." Texas Quarterly 20 (1977)

"The Kalamazoo River." Quarterly West 4 (1977)
"These Birds, This Life." Quarterly West 4 (1977)

"For Inese." Grove 3 (1977)

"Fall Weather" and "First Night of Summer." Quarterly West 7 (1978)


Dan H. Swenson


General Business

Nicholas C. Batch


"Case Briefs." Michigan Real Property Review 5 (No. 1) through 6 (No. 3) (February 1978-June 1979).
James R. Bliss


Adrian Edwards


Thomas L. Gossman


A. D. Issa


F. William McCarty


William F. Morrison


Terry L. Selles


Paul G. Weber


Management

Henry H. Beam


"Success Is No Accident." Campus the Navy Education and Training Monthly, August 1978, [n.p.].


J. S. Mendenhall


V. Jean Ramsey


John Rizzo

Donald D.M. Tong


Roger L. Wallace


Marketing

Joseph J. Belonax, Jr.


Andrew A. Brogowicz


Jay D. Lindquist


Brian G. Long


"How to Drop the Ball During a Negotiation Session." Arizona Purchasor, September 1978, p. 7.


"Spotting Probable Poor Deliveries from New Suppliers."  *Buy Lines*, November 1979, p. 5


Mushtaq Luqmani


Zahir A. Quraeshi


Dale Varble


Counseling and Personnel

Beverly Belson


William Carlson


Avner Stern


Edward Trembley


Education and Professional Development

Mary H. Cordier


Mary Frances Fenton


Bruce Lloyd


Frank Olenchak


"Profile of an Educator." Viewpoints 1 (Fall 1978): [n.p.].


Dorothy E. Smith


Robert M.W. Travers


"Breaking the Bonds of Tradition in Teacher Education." MATE Viewpoint 1 (Spring 1979): 8-10.

"Cardiac Change of Retarded and Nonretarded Infants to an Auditory Signal." American Journal of Mental Deficiency 58 (1979): 631-636. (with Sharon Bradley-Johnson)

"Training the Teacher as a Performing Artist." Contemporary Education 51 (Fall 1979): 14-18.
Educational Leadership

Robert Brinkerhoff


James R. Sanders


"Schools without Schools." Case Studies in Science Education, Booklet VIII, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. CIRCE, January-February 1978. (with Daniel Stufflebeam)


Daniel L. Stufflebeam

"School without Schools." Case Studies in Science Education, Booklet VIII, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. CIRCE, January-February 1978. (with James R. Sanders)


Health, Physical Education, and Recreation

Billye A. Cheatum

Attitudes and Beliefs of Students and Faculty: Title IX and Related Factors, A Pamphlet, AAHPER Press, 1979.

"One Way to Minimize Career Risk While Working Toward Ending Sex Discrimination at a College or University." In the Running 1 (1978): [n.p.].

George G. Dales


Merrill Katz


Harold L. Ray

"Reaction of 'The Place of Intercollegiate Sport in American Education 1920-1939'." Sport in American Education's History and Perspective (NASPE AAHPERD), 1979, pp. 45-47.


Roger M. Zabik


Special Education

Ahmad Baker


"Identifying LD children through the Lorge-Thorndike." Academic Therapy, May 1978, pp. 548-552. (with J.M. Kauffman)


Michael Gallery

"Instructional technology applied to the needs of the aging and aged developmentally disabled." Journal of Special Education Technology 1 (1978): 46-50. (with A. Hofmeister)


Donald Sellin


COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS

Art

John M. Carney


10th Biennial Michana Art Competition. Art Center, South Bend, Indiana, April 29 – May 24, 1978.


Joe DeLuca


"Buffalo Inditement." Collage, 20' x 26' x 1 1/2', award winner. Kalamazoo Arts Council, All University Art Faculty, Juried Competition, Kalamazoo Institute of Arts, July - August, 1978.

One Person Exhibition. Thirty-four collages and installations, South Bend Art Center, Century Center, Indiana, September 1 - 29, 1978.

Two Person Exhibition. Twenty-two works. The DeWitt Cultural Center, Hope College, November 5 -2 22, 1978. (with Walter Mason)

"O'Hare" and "Homage to Julie." Both 20" x 26", both oil crayons and collage. Western Michigan University Art Faculty Invitational Exhibition (Eight Person), The Museum of Art, University of Oklahoma, February 1 - 18, 1979.


Robert Johnston


Dick Keaveny

"Hundenpol/Cincinnati." An outdoor installation. Hundenpol Building, Cincinnati, Ohio, artist in residence program, Department of Art, University of Cincinnati, May 3 - 26, 1977.


"Nevada Gas." An outdoor installation. Los Angeles, California, Irolo and Ninth Street, Santa Monica and Normandie Avenue, Franklin and Vermont Avenue, Los Feliz and Riverside Drive, June 5 - 8, 1978.


Curtis Rhodes

Works on Paper. 8 artists, Oklahoma University Museum, February 1979.


Portfolio II - Four Michigan Artists. Published by Light Print Press, 6 color colotype, 1979.

Lou Rizzolo

"1 on White." Constructed Watercolor Form (Regional). 10th Bienniel Michiana Regional Competition, South Bend, Indiana, April/May 1978.


"Night Swamp." 30" x 40", watercolor painting. A national show of traditional watercolor paintings including 36 states and over 200 accepted paintings (National). Best of Show: Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas, West Texas Watercolor Association, June/July 1978.

"1 on White." Watercolor/stained-glass construction, 40" x 60" x 4". Best of Show: 'Area College and University Faculty Artist Exhibit'. Invitational, Kalamazoo Arts Council, Kalamazoo Art Center, Kalamazoo, Michigan, July 1978.

Corporate Benefactor Program. Kalamazoo Institute of Art. Invitational exhibit watercolor constructions and paintings in select corporations throughout City of Kalamazoo, December 1979.

Inter-Arts Directions in Education. Fifty minute black and white video tape. Jacomo, Alma College, Professor of Inter-Arts Education. Produced by Rizzolo, Western Michigan University Art Department, Artist/Teacher. Peekstok, Interviewer. Western Michigan University Television Division, April 1979.

Dance

Wendy L. Cornish


Clara L. Gamble


G. Eugene Mills


Music

Russell Brown

Brass etcetera. Phonograph Record, CRI 192(78), 33 1/3 rpm, one side-Lanscapes, Karel Husa. Composers Recording, Incorporated, New York, New York, December 1978. (with the Western Brass Quintet: D. Bullock, S. Jones, N. Sanders, and R. Whaley)

Donald Bullock

Brass etcetera. Phonograph Record, CRI 192(78), 33 1/3 rpm, one side-Landscape, Karel Husa. Composers Recording, Incorporated, New York, New York, December 1978. (with the Western Brass Quintet: R. Brown, S. Jones, N. Sanders, and R. Whaley)


Curtis Curtis-Smith


Judith B. D'Arcangelis


Stephen G. Jones

Brass etcetera. Phonograph Record, CRI 192(78), 33 1/3 rpm, one side-Landscape, Karel Husa. Composers Recording, Incorporated, New York, New York, December 1978. (with the Western Brass Quintet: R. Brown, D. Bullock, N. Sanders, and R. Whaley)

Trent P. Kynaston

**Circular Breathing for the Wind Performer.** Lebanon, Indiana: Studio 224, 1978.


**Sonatas for Alto Saxophone.** Phonograph Record, 1ps 3044, 33 1/3 rpm, two sides. Coronet Recording Company, Columbus, Ohio, September 1977.

**Sonorous Explorations.** Phonograph Record, CRI SD 388, 33 1/3 rpm, one side - Unisonics, Curtis Curtis-Smith. Composers Recording, Incorporated, New York, New York, July 1978.

**Concertos for Saxophone.** Phonograph Record, MC1418, 33 1/3 rpm, two sides. Mark Records, Livonia, Michigan, May 1979.

Robert J. Ricci


Neill Sanders

**Brass etcetera.** Phonograph Record, CRI 192(78), 33 1/3 rpm, one side-Landscapes, Karel Husa. Composers Recording, Incorporated, New York, New York, December 1978. (with the Western Brass Quintet: R. Brown, D. Bullock, S. Jones, and R. Whaley)

David A. Sheldon


Robert Whaley

**Brass etcetera.** Phonograph Record, CRI 192(78), 33 1/3 rpm, one side-Landscapes, Karel Husa. Composers Recording, Incorporated, New York, New York, December 1978. (with the Western Brass Quintet: R. Brown, D. Bullock, S. Jones, N. Sanders)

Ramon Zupko

**American Contemporary.** Phonograph Record, CRI SD 375, 33 1/3 rpm, one side- Fixations and Fluxus I, Ramon Zupko. Composers Recording Incorporated, New York, New York, October 1978.
Humanities

Lynwood H. Bartley


"Linda Travis Memorial." One black and white print. Kalamazoo Art Center, Kalamazoo, Michigan, November 1979.

Lew Carlson


Popular Culture: Mirror of American Life. Fifteen Audio Tutorial Aids written and produced as tapes for Courses by Newspaper, funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities and released through the University of California, San Diego, 1978. (with Eli Segal)

Death and Dying: Challenge and Change. Fifteen Tutorial Aids written and produced as tapes for Courses by Newspaper, funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities and released through the University of California, San Diego, 1979. (with Eli Segal)

Technology: Challenge and Change. One sixty-minute Audio Tutorial Aid written and produced as a tape for Courses by Newspaper, funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities and released through the University of California, San Diego, 1979.

Beverly R. David


Audrey Ekdahl Davidson


Richard DePeaux


Unisonics. Videotape recording, color, 18 minutes, produced by Western Michigan University Television, processing by University of Illinois.

Howard J. Dooley


James Ferreira


"Relativism, the Market Place, and the Liberal Arts." Pandora, 1979, pp. 48-53.

Reggie Gammon


"Works on Paper." Three pieces. Exhibition of Art Faculty of Western Michigan University. The Fred Jones, Jr., Memorial Art Center, University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma, January 16 - February 18, 1979.


"Tryptich" and "Anchors Aweigh." Two paintings. Western Michigan University Art Department Faculty Annual Exhibition, Kalamazoo Institute of Arts, Kalamazoo, Michigan, April 18 - 29, 1979.
Western Michigan University Annual Faculty Exhibition, Kalamazoo Institute of Art, Kalamazoo, Michigan, April 11 - May 2, 1979. (Two paintings)


Larry ten Harmsel


(Poem) "Night Train to Amsterdam." Pandora, July 1977, p. 16.


(Poem) "Tourist in Amsterdam." Green River Review 9 (Winter 1978): 188.

(Poem) "Keidaisch Point." Celery 6 (Summer 1979): 48.


Science

Shirley Bach


Social Science

Gilda M. Greenberg


Norman C. Greenberg


Francis Gross, Jr.


Arthur W. Helweg


"Responses to Suffering." Command, Spring 1979, pp. 20-22.

Lawrence J. Israel


Patricia Klein


Visho Sharma


COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Blind Rehabilitation

Donald Blasch


Ruth Kaarlela


Robert O. LaDuke


Paul Ponchillia

Occupational Therapy

Mary Ann Bush


Barbara A. Rider


School of Social Work

John P. Flynn


Leslie H. Leighninger


Edward J. Pawlak


Kenneth E. Reid


Kyu-taik Sung


"The integrated day care program: An example in Korea." Child Care Quarterly 7 (Summer 1978): 131-141.


Thomas Vassil


Marion Wijnberg


Speech Pathology and Audiology

Harold L. Bate


Michael J. Clark


Mary Ida Hunt

Karen K. Seelig


Shirley Sparks


Susan K. Wear


THE GRADUATE COLLEGE

Laurel Grotzinger


SCHOOL OF LIBRARIANSHIP

Norman Frankel


Jean E. Lowrie


Marcy Murphy


James Rice


COUNSELING CENTER

Milton R. Cudney


Richard L. Gay


Laura G. Manis


INSTRUCTIONAL COMMUNICATIONS

Eli Segal


Popular Culture. Fifteen Tutorial Aids written and produced as tapes for Courses by Newspaper, funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities and released through the University of California, San Diego, 1978.
Death and Dying. Fifteen Tutorial Aids written and produced as tapes for Courses by Newspaper, funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities and released through the University of California, San Diego, 1979. (with Lew Carlson)

Connections. Sixty-minute audio tape for Courses by Newspaper, University of California, San Diego, 1979. (with Lew Carlson)

R. Mark Spink

Poets In Their Time. A four program series produced by the Division of Instructional Communications and the Michigan Council for the Arts. Programs were first aired in the summer of 1979, over WGVC-TV (Channel 35, Allendale, Michigan).
- Gathering the Tribes. 29 minute videotape documentary of poet Carolyn Forche (co-producer/director).
- Turning to Look Back. 29 minute videotape documentary of poet John Woods (co-producer/director).
- Tales From the Cree. 29 minute videotape documentary of writer/translater Howard Norman (co-producer/director).
Series is distributed by the Division of Instructional Communications, Western Michigan University, 1979.

LIBRARIES

Hans Engelke


Marjorie K. Ho


David Isaacson


Louis Kiraldi


Beatrice Sichel


